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LAMP Community Health Centre Member Form
Membership fee is $3. A tax receipt will be issued for amounts over $10.
General Member (live or work in Lakeshore)
Associate Member (do not live or work in Lakeshore

Name:
Street:

Apt:

Phone (h):

City:

Postal Code:

Phone (w):

Email Address:

Would you like to receive newsletters and other mailing from LAMP?

Yes

No

Would you like to make a donation to LAMP or to a specific program in LAMP?

Yes

No

Membership Fee: $3.00
I would like my donation to support

Donation: $
Total: $
Cash

.

I would like my donation to be used where the need is greatest.
Chq

Visa

Would you like us to recognize your donation publicly?

Yes

No

Help Us Learn More About Our Community and Our Members
How long have you been a member of LAMP?
Why did you become a member of LAMP?

Would you like to go on a tour of LAMP of learn more
about our programs and services? Yes
No
Do you want to know more about LAMP and the role it
plays in “Building a Healthy Community”? Yes
No

To contribute to the community
To use the services

Is there something about LAMP that you think the
community should hear about? If so, please use the back
of this form to tell us.

My children have friends here
Other:
Have you encouraged others to become members of
LAMP? Yes
No

Membership Declaration
“Building a Healthy Community” is the philosophy behind LAMP CHC’s work in the Lakeshore. It is the driving
force that inspires citizens to share their knowledge, talents, skills and abilities, time, and energy to develop a
common vision and act on it. This community participation forms the bedrock of a strong, healthy community. It
provides a focal point where local citizens can affect positive change and increase control over their personal
health and the well-being of others.
As a member of LAMP, I support LAMP’s work in “Building a Healthy Community”.
Signature:

Date:

Join LAMP Community Health Centre
Today and Make A Difference!
Why is it important to be a member of LAMP Community Health Centre?
LAMP CHC values and appreciates the skills, knowledge and commitment community-minded citizens contribute
to our society. By becoming a member of LAMP CHC, you help us to build a healthy, strong community. You
also recognize our efforts to encourage the people who live in the Lakeshore to get involved.
Members believe in the work we do at LAMP CHC and are committed to our multi-faceted approach to health and
well-being. Some of the services we offer address hunger, poverty, unemployment, literacy, loneliness, family
and parenting pressures, stress, housing problems and health concerns linked with aging.
‘Building a Healthy Community’ is the philosophy behind LAMP CHC’s work in the Lakeshore. It is the driving
force that inspires citizens to share their knowledge, talents, skills and abilities, time and energy to develop a
common vision and act on it. This community participation forms the bedrock of a strong, healthy, community. It
provides a focal point where local citizens can affect positive change and increase control over their personal
health and the well-being of others.
Our purpose:
To make the Lakeshore a Healthy Community by contributing to the physical emotional and social well-being of
the people living here, and by helping the Lakeshore community to realize its opportunities and deal with its
problems.
LAMP Community Health Centre membership benefits:
• Members can vote on changes to our by-laws, elect new board members and support the people who are
building a healthy community in the Lakeshore.
• Members will receive a copy of our annual report and receive our newsletters.
• Members can influence positive change in our community through their ideas and vision.

For Your Comments or Concerns

Thank you.

